
DYSTOPIAN LEGIONS is a fast-paced, 
action-packed 28mm scale tabletop game 
set in the exciting world of Dystopian 
Wars, where Victorian super science 
fiction has created a fascinating and brutal 
arena for a deadly world war.

Having brought carnage to the Dystopian 
battlefields with giant tanks, massive 
airships and technologically advanced 
naval vessels it is now time to get up close 
and personal with your warfare. It is up to 
your Sections of infantry to storm enemy 
positions, capture towns, secure strategic 
objectives and devastate rival nations.
 
Infantry sections are the building block 
of DYSTOPIAN LEGIONS, but we’ve 
created so much more for gamers to 
build their armies with. Also available 
for battlefield commanders to deploy and 
utilise will be elite infantry units, section 
upgrades, mechanised walkers, tankettes, 
armoured personnel carriers and special 
characters, such as leaders and scientists 
who can inspire your men and cause fear 
in the enemy.

And if that isn’t enough we’ve created full 
scale battle tanks, stoked full of detail 

and delivered in glorious high quality 
resin. Marvel at these giant behemoths of 
the battlefield…

The game is scalable from a small number 
of models right the way up to a full blown 
Platoon of men with armoured support, 
but for the more ambitious of gamers a 
Company of men is achievable. A modular 
approach to army building guarantees 
the game embraces further new releases 
and game expansions. DYSTOPIAN 
LEGIONS will feature a range of high 
quality pewter and resin models.

The DYSTOPIAN LEGIONS core rules 
will be available as a free download 
when the game launches, with a handy 
printed copy included inside each Starter 
Box. And for those who like the glossy 
printed rulebook stacked full of images, 
a hardback rulebook will follow several 
weeks after the game’s release.
 
Welcome to DYSTOPIAN LEGIONS… 
warfare just got so much 
more personal!



The Starter Box is the building block 
from which to grow your Kingdom of 
Britannia force.

Led by the charismatic and experienced 
Captain Gilbert Smethington DFC, this 
Britannian fighting force is made up of 
highly-professional and skilled veterans 
assigned with the task of protecting and 
expanding Queen Victoria’s vast empire. 

Look out for the confident Britannian 
Lieutenant, an unshakable upper class 
officer who adds a real presence to the 
battlefield.

Inside a Starter Box you get the beginnings 
of your fighting force:

1 x Character Figure
1 x Officer
1 x Sergeant

1 x Flamethrower Specialist
6 x Line Infantry
4 x Sky Hussars (plus resin flight plumes)

Also included are a deck of 26 Game 
Cards, 24 Dice, Plastic Bases, Measuring 
Ruler, Plastic Bases, Token Sheet, Section 
Activation Cards and a printed version of 
the Quickplay Rules.



CONTENTS OF THE STARTER SET:



The Kingdom of Britannia holds 
dominion over an empire upon which 
the sun will never set, and as one would 
expect, the defence and policing of 
these possessions has long required The 
Crown to uphold a tremendous body of 
professional Solders.

The Britannian Army is structured around 
a solid core of Line Infantry Platoons, 
who by virtue of their training and able 
aristocratic leadership are able to keep 
the enemy at bay with well-coordinated 
volleys of rifle fire, before advancing and 

overwhelming whatever remains with the 
time honoured combination of savage 
flamethrowers and the cold steel of the 
bayonet.

These Platoons benefit from a great deal 
of support from the other Admiralties of 
the Britannian military, at any one time 
able to draw upon the support of the 
machine-guns and field batteries of the 
Royal Artillery, and the Tanks, Tankettes 
and Armoured Transports of the Royal 
Armoured Corps. 



For centuries, Britannian Infantry 
Platoons have been accompanied to battle 
by drummers, often cadets. Their task has 
been to beat out the commands of platoon 
leaders, giving the officers a more reliable 
means of transmitting manoeuvring 
prompts than mere shouted orders.

They also beat out firing drills for their 
platoon. Working their traditional single-
shot Martini-Metford No.4 rifles to the 
rapping of the drummer’s tattoo allows 
the disciplined Britannian Infantry to 
maintain a much higher rate of fire.



Too hot to handle... the Britannian 
Flamethrower Specialist takes aim!

Who needs a horse!? Sky Hussars are a 
sight to behold as they take to the skies.

Right boys...where’s the enemy? With his confident stance Captain Gilbert ‘Bertie’ 
Smethington II is a stalwart leader for a Britannian Force. With the enemy sighted he 

commands his Elite Sky Hussars to engage, flame weapons at the ready...


